SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT INTERN - COX BUSINESS

Posting ID: IN2012141D
Company: Cox Communications

Work Location: Las Vegas, NV (1700 Vegas Dr.)

Company Website: http://www.jobs.cox.com

Position Type: Full-Time

Salary: $19/hr - $23/hr

College Major(s): Mechanical Engineering (ME), Electrical/Computer Engineering (EE/CpE), Computer Science (CS)

College Level(s): Undergraduate-Sophomore, Undergraduate-Junior, Undergraduate-Senior

OVERVIEW

Supporting Cox Business Operations, the intern will act as technical liaison between Field Service, Software Development, Project Management and vendors. Typically assigned to larger, highly complex projects requiring independent decision-making. Partners with cross-functional teams and stakeholders to configure, integrate, test, deploy and support the components of a technical solution ensuring solution meets business and customer expectations.

Roles and Responsibilities

• Primary duties: perform analysis of equipment performance by pulling historical data and performing analysis of Mean Time Between Failure, and other metrics

Other possible tasks:
• Integartes and unit tests solutions
• Ensures that solutions meet requirements outlined in the design documentation
• Performs all work to agreed time, cost and quality constraints
• Unit tests solutions to ensure they meet quality standards
• Creates and provides support handover for implemented solutions within agreed timeframes, using existing standards
• Investigates opportunities to use new and emerging technologies
• Supports the Dev team and Field in both the lab and production for any anomaly with the system's performance.
• Test compatibility of TVs with system and assist Dev team with integration of new models
• Assist with installations of system in new properties (Travel required - up to 20%)
• Train Field Service personnel on operation and support of system
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Education and Qualifications

• BS/BA degree in related discipline strongly desired such as Computer Science or Electrical Engineering
• Ability to build and test technical solutions
• Excellent communication, presentation and time management skills to work effectively with teams throughout organization

Preferred Skills

• 0-2 years of experience in application development
• Demonstrated knowledge of end-to-end development process (i.e., Unit Testing, Data Testing)
• Technical aptitude in one or more technology domains (IP networks, wifi, video)
• Technical expertise in development languages, toolsets and methodologies
• Experience with MS Sql Server and MS Visual Studio a plus
• Experience in telecommunications industry desired

How to Apply
Email resume to: CCIUniversityRelations@cox.com; subject= Vegas, Software Dev Intern